Far, Far Above

ACROSS
1. Engineer Gustave
7. It's the top!
11. School group (abbr.)
14. Totally digs
15. Where stars gab on the telly
17. Carl Sagan created a golden one for each "Voyager" spacecraft
18. One who prefers the wee hours
19. Deposited, as a funeral wreath
20. Dry, in Wines class
21. Sea eagle
22. Cornell president Skorton
25. Not once, to a poet
26. ___ University (Red Hot Hockey foe)
28. "Leave it in"
30. Front at sea
31. Country star Tim
33. It's in French
37. ___ 51 (secret-filled facility)
39. Budget rival
40. Incredible Avenger
41. Incline
42. Excuse
44. Pooh's buddy
45. Where tars have chow
47. Manatee
49. Improvised weapon
51. The Dutchess of York
52. Ireland, in Irish
53. Does a particular prank (abbr.)
54. Collection of Norse verse
58. It means they're out to get you
60. Acquire
62. They come before
63. Program whose 13th mission was a "successful failure"
64. Curve
65. Curls with chemicals, for short
66. Prepares eggy hors d'oeuvres

DOWN
1. ___ Grey (popular tea)
2. Notion
3. Areas of interest
4. Leaves
5. The opposite of 25 Across
6. Potent psychedelic (abbr.)
7. The British would call it "spotty"
8. Fabulously fashionable
9. "People" or "Time," for short
10. Colorless gas
11. Apple's debuted in 2007
12. Disabled car need... or what makes landmarks out of 1, 31 & 66 Across and 49 Down
13. Punch
16. Exaggerate
20. There are five in a fin
23. Dispenser of twenties (abbr.)
24. Glee Club elements
26. Drill
27. Actor Wilson
28. Indian appetizers
29. Good deal, in dialect
30. Hoy Field equipment
32. Squeal
34. Italian bread
35. "Lento" means it on a music sheet
36. Boxing decision
38. Rank of the Beatles' Halsey
43. Sky agcy.
46. True
48. Navigator under Kirk
49. Retailer Roebuck
50. A&W alternative
51. Jerk
53. Echelon
55. Uni-___ (bygone Collegetown eatery)
56. Barbie or Chuckie
57. Years in Barcelona
58. COVID-era need (abbr.)
59. Lyric verse
60. Bit
61. Copy